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Abstract
A Road Use Maintenance Agreement, also known as a RUMA, is an agreement made
between a government entity and a business to put in place the set of rules that will guide the
responsibilities of the business regarding the use of the entity’s roads (Road use maintenance
agreements RUMA, 2020). This specific type of road maintenance agreement is popularly used
in the state of Ohio at this time. Most other states still operate on older ways of thinking, not
capitalizing on the industry that is in their area, therefore causing their road infrastructure and
economies to suffer. A template agreement was created by the state of Ohio in early 2011 that
could be fine-tuned by each government entity, county or township, to best meet its specific
needs (Green, 2017). Amendments have since been added to the original agreements as well. The
businesses typically entering into these agreements deal in the energy industry such as oil and
gas, pipeline work, wind energy, or mining.

Why do more states not utilize a RUMA? There is minimal effect to the taxpayers
themselves, mostly being positive, it is a standard agreement that can be easily adjusted to meet
specific needs and has seen to better communities and community relations with the companies
working within them. While there are many positive economic and infrastructure effects that
have come out of these agreements there are still some trade-offs to be considered with the
environmental and nuisance impacts. However, RUMAs were created to make the best of the
situation at hand. RUMAs are “a true example of the public and private sector partnering to
ensure vital local infrastructure helps spur economic development at no additional cost to
taxpayers” (Road use maintenance agreements RUMA, 2020).
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Chapter 1: Introduction
A Road Use Maintenance Agreement, also known as a RUMA is an agreement made
between a government entity and a business to put in place the set of rules that will guide the
responsibilities of the business regarding the use of the entity’s roads (Road use maintenance
agreements RUMA, 2020). This specific type of road maintenance agreement is popularly used
in the state of Ohio at this time. A template agreement was created by the state of Ohio in early
2011 that could be fine-tuned by each government entity, county or township, to best meet its
specific needs (Green, 2017). This template agreement was not to be used and was not set as a
standard but was rather to help guide the writing of the agreements. Amendments have since
been added to the original agreements as well. The businesses typically entering into these
agreements deal in the energy industry such as oil and gas, pipeline work, wind energy, or
mining. It is now mandatory to have one of these agreements on utilized roads, or for the
government entity to a least be given the option for an agreement prior to usage.
Prior to there being the Road Use Maintenance Agreement companies were required to
be bonded when using a roadway. They were also responsible only after they were finished using
the road for making repairs to any damage they may have caused. It was an old school, if you
break it, you fix it, policy. Additionally, the only real guidelines that had to be followed were the
frost laws in place for the county or area that hauling was taking place in. These frost laws only
prohibited loads of a heavy weight from traveling on certain roads during the springtime when
the ground was more susceptible to freeze and thaw. This caused conflict with the local residents
and bigger problems for the government entities in charge of maintaining the roads. Concerns
from residents would hardly ever be directed at the companies responsible for the damage and
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maintenance would still need to be conducted while roads were being utilized in order to keep
them safe for travel.
Using a Road Use Maintenance Agreement, companies are required to maintain the roads
under the agreement to the same condition or better. Amendments that have now been added to
this agreement have the companies fix the roads prior to usage in order to create a road better for
travel, not only for the public but for the additional traffic that will be using the roads. The bond
may also be waived which is a great incentive for the companies entering into the agreement.
This agreement also must be approved through a more inclusive process. First it must be
approved by the county engineer, who knows the roads and has the knowledge to determine its
condition. It must then go through the county prosecutor, be signed off by the county
commissioners, and be reviewed by the township officials for the affected township/townships if
necessary. The RUMA must be reissued and resigned yearly by the company with the county.
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Chapter 2: Background
Gas and oil boomed in Ohio with the start of the Marcellus shale. When the drilling
started, they would drill directly down into the shale in the vertical direction. The Utica shale,
which is further down, located about a mile under the earth’s surface, was then drilled into
(Branagan, J., personal communication, March 11, 2022). They started drilling horizontally off
of the vertical wells and now can even turn when they are drilling. Once the well is drilled it then
goes through a process where the earth is fractured, called fracking, where they inject the earth
with a water and salt, brine mixture (Branagan, J., personal communication, March 11, 2022).
They then fill in these fractures by injecting the earth with sand. The locations of these shale
deposits where the natural gas is held can be seen in Figure 1. The Eastern part of Ohio where
drilling is taking place has gas wells that are yielding very high-pressure ratings. Production is
expected to increase over the next few years which means more drilling and fracking of well
sites in these areas. The demand is expected to spike in 2022 and the United States is set to be
the leader in global production growth (Comprehensive Energy Data Intelligence, 2021).
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Figure 3: Shale plays in or around the state of Ohio (NADO, 2010) (Gopallawa, 2019).

The increase in truck traffic brought on by the oil and gas and pipelining industry has
been detrimental to local roads. Roads designed and built for the traffic that will be using them,
like most state routes and interstates, are not affected by increased truck traffic heavier than
normal loads. However, most county and township roads, especially in rural areas of Ohio, are
not designed for the traffic, but built right on top of the existing roadway. Due to budgeting most
of these roads are built with shorter than usual life spans and repaired by adding new layers of
asphalt every few years. This means that adding additional heavy loads to these roads expedite
the deterioration of the roads.
When building a gas pad, on average 500 trucks will be used for the construction as well
as the transportation of the heavy equipment to the site. Once the pad is built up to eight wells
can be drilled on each pad. 200 trucks are used during this drilling process for each well that is
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drilled. Fracking of the well then takes place over two periods. Over these two-week periods of
fracking 1600 trucks, typically considered heavy loads, hauling sand and water will go to and
from the site. The process has been updated to minimize the amount of water needing to be
transported by truck by using holding ponding and piping water to the sites.
The oil and gas industry is a valuable asset to the areas it is operating in. The general
consensus is that with these RUMA’s there is a better outlook by the community on having this
industry in their area. Having the companies contribute and invest in the area helps to create a
better relationship between company and community, unlike with previous agreements where the
public would have to suffer through poor conditions while work was being completed. These
companies not only give back to areas through infrastructure improvements and repairs but also
through taxes which in turn benefit the area by helping to support local school districts and the
smaller government.
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Chapter 3: The RUMA
Having a Road Use Maintenance Agreement is required by the state of Ohio according to
Ohio Senate Bill 315. Senate Bill 315 states that “well operators are required to enter into
RUMAs or demonstrate a good faith effort to do so” (Green, 2017). This would have to be done
prior to the start of work by working with the county and local governments to sign into effect
the RUMA. This can affect what roads are able to be used as access roads and/or what must be
done to the roads by the well operators before utilizing them. Roads can be denied being used for
heavy traffic loads if their use will have a negative effect on safety or cause excessive amounts
of damage. If damage is the main concern a road can be designed and constructed by the well
company in most cases. It has also been set by the state that RUMA projects must follow
prevailing wage laws which help to ensure for the controlling entity that the works is done
following an acceptable set of rules (Road use maintenance agreements RUMA, 2020).
In the state of Ohio, from 2011 to 2017, over $300 million of work was done to the
transportation systems of local county and township government (The Ohio Oil and Gas
Association and Energy In Depth, 2017). This includes all upgrades and repairs made to the
roads, including over 630 miles of road from the 2011 to 2017 dates (The Ohio Oil and Gas
Association and Energy In Depth, 2017). This is all work that would not have been able to be
completed by the local governments on their own due to low funding for projects such as these.
All of the current oil and gas wells that are located within the state can be seen in Figure 2. Each
of these well sites caused an increased amount of truck traffic on the roads as discussed
previously, both during construction and fracking, and each have a series of access roads that
have Road Use Maintenance Agreements attached to them leading to the sites.
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Figure 2: The black arrows each indicate an oil and gas well. The image comes from an
interactive map located at, https://gis.ohiodnr.gov/mapviewer/?config=oilgaswells. Through the
interactive map each arrow can be selected to reveal information and details about that specific well site.
Specific well sites can also be searched.

The implementation of Road Use Maintenance Agreements made it possible to have
these kinds of benefits come from the companies and industry work being done within the state.
If an agreement of this type had been issued many years ago when the other industries had a
greater presence within the state the local transportation systems within the state may not have
gone into such disrepair to begin with. On average, countrywide, road repairs are costing
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personal drivers $556 per year (Klein, 2021). This average is higher per state for states with
poorer road infrastructure (Klein, 2021). With the investment made by these companies into the
infrastructure this average could decrease, meaning the taxpayers would be responsible for
covering less of the cost for road repairs each year.
Gas and Oil work is happening all over the country with millions of active gas wells
across more than 30 states. Figure 3 below shows an overview of where oil and gas wells are
located based off extraction data. With most of these states still operating on older systems,
relying solely on bonding and frost law type restrictions they are not reaping the same
infrastructure benefits that Ohio is by implementing Road Use Maintenance Agreements. In
Figure 3 the red areas indicate higher production areas. Where there is higher production there
are more wells being built and more fracking of these wells taking place. As previously
discussed, this increase in well construction and fracking means higher volumes of truck traffic.
In turn this higher volume of truck traffic on poorer roads means more road deterioration and
lower infrastructure ratings. This road deterioration can be minor or can involve heavy trucks
sinking up to their axles on typically township roads that are most likely still gravel roads
without good base.
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Figure 3: Oil and gas assessment map showing production location with the red areas having higher
production rates and green having lower production ratings. The map can be found at,
https://www.usgs.gov/media/images/map-united-states-oil-and-gas-wells-2017.

The benefit of having a RUMA is further exemplified in other states where industries
such as oil and gas and mining have a large presence and no such agreements are being used.
Texas had a large presence of oil and gas long before Ohio, with Houston becoming known as
the “oil and gas capitol of the world” (Krikcoburn, 2020). According to the 2021 ASCE
Infrastructure Report Card the state of Texas received a D+ for highways and roads (Texas:
ASCE's 2021 infrastructure report card, 2021). The state relies on the majority of their road
funding to come from the gas tax (Texas: ASCE's 2021 infrastructure report card, 2021). Texas
does not have an agreement in place that capitalizes on the industry investing in their state. This
means that it may have been more economical for the companies drilling in Texas, however the
relationship between company and community was not as strong. The state of West Virginia was
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found to have the third worst road infrastructure (Klein, 2021). In the state of West Virginia there
is a large oil and gas presence, and the coal mining industry is present all throughout the state as
well. If some agreement existed within the state that made it so that the haul routes had to be
maintained by the companies utilizing them the state would see a positive impact on their
transportation system.
Investing in the transportation system of a state can have a positive effect on the economy
of the state overall. Ease and security of travel make a state more appealing, drawing more
people into the state and giving the residents of the state a better sense of pride in where they
live. When people take pride in where they are from, communities grow and prosper, property
values increase, and people invest more in themselves and the area. These all benefit the state
and economy in a positive way. The RUMA has these companies contribute to the communities
they are in which can kick start the effects previously mentioned. Therefore, RUMAs not only
positively effect transportation infrastructure but the counties and state as a whole.
Jefferson County was one of the leading counties in the creating of a standard Road Use
Maintenance Agreement and one of the first counties in the state to write their agreement
(Branagan, J., personal communication, March 11, 2022). It was started in 2011, and work was
done with the prosecutor and the county engineers association in order to put together an
agreement that would meet their needs (Branagan, J., personal communication, March 11, 2022).
The first meeting organized by ODOT District 11, which includes Columbiana, Carroll, Holmes,
Tuscarawas, Jefferson, Harrison, and Belmont County was held at the Jefferson County
Engineers office (MacAdam, 2012).
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Jefferson County’s specific agreement can be found in Appendix A. All Road Use
Maintenance Agreements started with the same template with minor adjustments being made
according to the county or companies specific wants and needs. All of the key points, general
layout and signature requirements are the same across the board. The agreement first states
general information, including who the agreement is between, what location the agreement is for
and what the use of the road the agreement is being signed for will be. It also states what can and
cannot be done in terms of the agreement without further approval. The agreement discusses
regulations such as thaw conditions, loads and load reductions, and obeying all traffic laws or
regulations that may be set for a specific road. It also lays out what the company is responsible
for in regard to damages and what is classified here, what must be done to the roadways during
construction, such as dust control, and what must be done post project completion and what the
consequences are should this fail to happen. The bond amount and indemnity agreement,
typically stating that the company would cover the government entity of any liabilities, are put
into the agreement, as well as the conditions of the bond.
The agreement is discussed and settled on between both the government entity and the
company. Signatures are required by a representative from the company, the county engineer, the
county commissions, the county prosecutor, and the trustees of the respecting
township/townships. This may involve site visits and research to be done by the government
entity, however it ensures that they are in the know when it comes to the use of their roads and if
it seems acceptable or not. When repair work is discussed and agreed upon there are also
preconstruction site meetings held with all affected parties where the plans and any problems or
concerns can be addressed. This joint work has formed better relations between the parties. The
agreement has a one-year term and must be renewed thereafter. In order to terminate the
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agreement, the company must provide written notice, and the agreement will terminate when that
year’s time has passed.
Jefferson County has since added an amendment to the RUMA agreement that waives the
bond, waives the frost law, allows no escort for heavy traffic, and waives responsibility of
abiding by the restrictions set for damage and repairs after completion, if the company entering
into the agreement, prior to the start of usage of the road, designs and builds a road that will
withstand the traffic loads (Branagan, J., personal communication, March 11, 2022). The
amendment goes through the same approval process with signatures being required from all
involved parties. It lasts for one year with the option for a six-month extension and can only be
terminated by getting signatures from both the company and the county. The amendment can be
seen in Appendix B. This follows some of the “best practices” found in a study that
recommended Road Use Maintenance Agreements be modified to include a bond to make sure
that the rules of the RUMA are being followed by the company, but to waive the bond if a predevelopment upgrade is done that is engineered to withstand the truck traffic (Green, 2017).
One of the common engineer-designed-repairs used by the well companies is full depth
reclamation, also known as FDR. This a process where the base of the road is milled, dry cement
is added and mixed in with the road base, and water is sprayed on the top and left to harden. This
creates a strong base on which the asphalt can be laid that can withstand the increase in truck
traffic and heavy loads. There is a standard mix for this, however the mix can also be engineered
to create an even stronger road base. This was first done for a RUMA project in Carrol County,
where they did a standard FDR base with six inches of asphalt as the surface (Merrin, C.,
personal communication, March 11, 2022). After this project, areas such as Jefferson County
started to implement more of these types of road repairs. Many roads have been repaired in this
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way, pre-construction, by the oil and gas companies in the state, both on county and township
roads (Merrin, C., personal communication, March 11, 2022). Most have been able to be a
standard mix, however there have been engineered mixes performed as well. These roads seem
to withstand the traffic caused by the well pads well and should withstand the loads for many
years to come.
In speaking with Jefferson County Engineer, James F. Branagan PE, PS, and Jefferson
County Chief Deputy Engineer, Clay Merrin, they both commented that having a RUMA has
been very beneficial to the workings of the county, the county road systems, and the relations
with the companies entering into the agreement. Township official, Dan Cermak, also backed up
this statement from a smaller government level, emphasizing how much it has aided in the
relationship with these companies. He commented that as long as reasonable requests and
expectations were made the companies are more than willing to work with the local officials on
issues that are present (Cermak, D., personal communication, March 11, 2022).
In Jefferson County alone the recent data from the end of 2020 shows that
$26,443,000.00 has been spent by the oil and gas industry on making improvements and repairs
to Jefferson County Roads (Merrin, C., personal communication, March 11, 2022). This included
work on portions of 39 different county roads (Merrin, C., personal communication, March 11,
2022). This does not account for any work done on township roads within the county where
millions have also been spent. One township project alone that happened within Jefferson
County, an engineered FDR on nine miles of road, cost $1.4 million (Cermak, D., personal
communication, March 11, 2022). One township within Jefferson County, Smithfield Township,
had $9.633 million of improvements made between both county and township roads within the
township from 2017 through 2020 (Cermak, D., personal communication, March 11, 2022).
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There are approximately 225 RUMAs within Jefferson County alone, with 18 different
companies (Merrin, C., personal communication, March 11, 2022). The majority of these
companies are oil and gas companies, including well site, pipeline, and compressor station work,
with a few for coal mining operations (Merrin, C., personal communication, March 11, 2022).
Oil and gas and wind are the only industries required by the state to obtain a RUMA, however it
can benefit other industries as well, with the main incentive to them being the bond waiver. The
investment into the infrastructure in the county because of RUMAs has included road repairs and
resurfacing, road widening, slip repairs, bridge replacements, intersection improvements,
guardrail installation and replacement, drainage improvements and pavement marking (Merrin,
C., personal communication, March 11, 2022).
The Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) and the county where work is being
conducted have jurisdiction over heavy loads (Albers, 2012). Originally approval was needed
from those with jurisdiction over the roads before the Ohio Department of Natural Resources
(ODNR) could approve construction/use of the land. However, ODNR has created a revision to
the agreement, statewide, that if the process of the agreement slows oil and gas work the
governing bodies cannot interfere (Albers, 2012). This can be seen as a deterrence from having
to enter into a RUMA, since work can now continue without one, according to the ODNR
regulations. Across the board many issues were being noted with the old way that the system
worked such as work not being completed by the companies, typically due to companies going
out of business prior to the repairs being made, or the repairs that were being made were not
adequate. However, one major issue that was noted was the government officials of an area not
being aware of when or where work was taking place in a timely manner. This was another
problem that the RUMA solved. By having to have this agreement in place before the start of
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construction everyone could be on the same page causing less conflict between the government
agencies and the companies. This makes this new law set in place by the ODNR even more
controversial. However, this law has officially been set in place, giving reason that the road
maintenance agreement process may need to be simplified so that the same responsibility can be
taken in a shorter amount of time. Research has been conducted at Ohio University, by Mr.
Roger Green, to determine best practices by comparing current practices and relate them to the
development and execution of the RUMA (Green, 2017).
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Chapter 4: Conclusion
Why do more states not utilize a RUMA? There is minimal effect to the taxpayers
themselves, and it is mostly positive, it is a standard agreement that can be easily adjusted to
meet specific needs and has seen to better communities and community relations with the
companies working within them. They are also beneficial to the companies and provide great
incentives such as bond waivers. While there are these many positive economic and
infrastructure effects that have come out of these agreements there are still some trade-offs to be
considered with the environmental and nuisance impacts. However, RUMAs were created to
make the best of the situation at hand. RUMAs are “a true example of the public and private
sector partnering to ensure vital local infrastructure helps spur economic development at no
additional cost to taxpayers” (Road use maintenance agreements RUMA, 2020).
For this report, personal communications were made through various methods including
in person conversations, phone conversations, and email communication, with Jefferson County
Engineer, Jim Branagan, Jefferson County Chief Deputy Engineer, Clay Merrin, and Smithfield
Township Trustee, Dan Cermak. Personal knowledge and experience by the writer was also used
throughout the report.
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